AN INSIDER'S LOOK AT CHINA

The National Committee on U.S.-China Relations selects twelve nationally recognized American high school graduates to participate in the annual U.S.-China Student Leaders Exchange (SLE). The heart of the program is a two-week study visit to China open exclusively to 2018 Regeneron STS Finalists and Presidential Scholars. SLE participants learn about China's successes and challenges, and the importance of the U.S.-China relationship. Home stays with host families also provide exceptional opportunities for participants to meet and exchange ideas with their Chinese counterparts.

DATES:
July 11 to July 25 with a mandatory orientation in San Francisco from July 8 to 10

APPLICATION:
Opens Friday, March 16 | Closes Sunday, April 15

COST:
For Regeneron STS Finalists, all costs covered by program sponsors and the Society for Science & the Public

QUESTIONS?
Contact Jessica Bissett, senior program officer, at jbissett@ncuscr.org or (646) 604 8012

www.ncuscr.org/sle